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Cisco Brothers offers filling options for seat and back cushions. Most frames are available with these
cushion options. Using foam offers consistent support, creamier feel and reliable performance.

Seat Options

________________________________________
Soft Fill
Soft-Fill cushions, offered standard on all pieces, is durable,
comfortable, and requires little maintenance. The soft fill seat
consists of a foam core encased in two layers of polyester fiber
wrap for extra softness. The polyester is air spun so it will not
clump or crumble over time.

Feather Cloud
Feather Cloud is softer and more luxurious than Soft-Fill. The
seat consists of the same foam core insert used in Soft-Fill
cushions, but is surrounded by a channeled envelope filled with
45% organic feathers, 5% down, and 50% polyester fibers.
Channels prevent shifting and clumping. Feathers and Down
are pre-washed and air-blown at our factory to reduce dander.
Feather Cloud is our most popular fill – offering great comfort
and value.

Feathers and Down
Our top-of-the-line cushions are Feathers and Down. The seat
consists of the same foam core used in Soft-Fill cushions, but is
surrounded by a channeled envelope of 90% organic feathers
and 10% down. The cover is made of cotton, down proof
ticking. Feathers and Down back cushions are channeled into
cotton envelopes to prevent shifting and clumping. Feathers
and down are pre-washed and air-blown at our factory to
reduce dander. Even though this mixture requires a bit more
fluffing, the luxury and comfort are unsurpassed.

10/90 No Core
This cushion option has the same qualities as Feathers and
Down, but with no foam core. These cushions require regular
fluffing, but literally envelop you in comfort, giving a sense of
old world luxury.

Seat Options (Cont’d)

________________________________________
Faux Feather
Faux feather is a synthetic alternative to our feather down
option. It is made of 100% polyester fibers. The soft fiber creates
the ultimate down-like sitting experience. We recommend this
option for those that are allergic to feathers, but still want the
luxurious feel of the Feather/Down option that our basic Soft-Fill
does not provide. The seat consists of the same foam core
insert used in Soft-Fill cushions, but instead of the two layers of
polyester fiber wrap it is surrounded by a channeled envelope
filled with polyester fibers.

Para Feather
Para Feather is our Feather and Down equivalent to our Inside
Green technology. The seat consists of a Dunlop Latex core
and surrounded by a channeled envelope of 90% organic
feathers and 10% down. The cover is made of 100% organic
cotton down proof ticking. Please keep in mind this seat option
requires regular fluffing and flipping to maintain it’s shape over
time.

Para Pure
Para Pure is an alternative in our Inside Green technology. This
seat option consists of the same Dunlop Latex core wrapped in
layers of cotton and wool. This is a great option for those who
are allergic to feathers.

Topper (Item Specific)
Our Topper is a slim loose cushion made with 10/90 feathers
and down. Because it is designed to be a floppy cloudlike look
it does not have a foam core and appears to be under stuffed.

Back Options & Pillows

________________________________________
NOTE: Back Cushions Do Not Have a Foam Core

Soft Fill
Our Soft Fill back cushions are made with muslin channels filled
with polyester fibers. The channels prevent shifting and
clumping. Soft fill back cushions are offered as a standard for
all of our pieces. It provides a durable firm back support.

Feather Cloud
Feather Cloud is a softer option than Soft Fill. It is a channeled
back cushion filled with 50% polyester fibers, 45% organic
feathers, and 5% down. Although the channels help prevent
shifting and clumping, regular fluffing and flipping is
recommended to maintain the cushions’ original shape.
Feather cloud is our most popular fill – offering a great comfort
and value.

Feather and Down
Our top-of-the-line cushions are Feathers and Down. The
cushion consists of the same polyester fibers used in Soft-Fill
cushions, but is surrounded by a channeled envelope of 90%
organic feathers and 10% down. The cover is made of cotton,
down proof ticking. Feathers and Down back cushions are
channeled into cotton envelopes to prevent shifting and
clumping. Feathers and down are pre-washed and air-blown at
our factory to reduce dander. Even though this mixture requires
a bit more fluffing, the luxury and comfort are unsurpassed.

Faux Feather
Faux feather is a synthetic alternative to our feather down
option. It is made of 100% polyester fibers. The soft fiber creates
the ultimate down-like sitting experience. We recommend this
option for those that are allergic to feathers, but still want the
luxurious feel of the Feather/Down option that our basic Soft-Fill
does not provide.

Back Options & Pillows (Cont’d)

________________________________________
NOTE: Back Cushions Do Not Have a Foam Core

Para Feather
Para Feather is our Feather and Down equivalent in our inside
Green technology. It is the same as our feather and down back
cushion. It is a channeled insert filled with 90% Organic feathers
and 10% down with a 100% Organic cotton down proof ticking
cover. The built in channels help prevent the feathers from
shifting and clumping. Even though this option requires more
fluffing, the luxury and comfort are unsurpassed.

Para Pure
Para Pure is an alternative cushion in our Inside Green
Technology. It consists of 1” Dunlop Latex wrapped in layers of
wool. This cushion has a slight bounce, because the latex and
wool do not give as easily as feathers do when you sit. It is a
firmer back support. Para pure is a great option for those who
are allergic to feathers.

